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In boreal summer, variations of intensity and location of the western North Pacific
subtropical high (WNPSH) have significant impacts on weather and climate in East
Asia. In this study, the medium-range prediction of WNPSH is comprehensively
evaluated with various scores based on reforecast data of the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction - Global Ensemble Forecast System, and the predictability
source of the WNPSH medium-range forecasting is further analyzed by examining how
well the model can reproduce the modulation of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on
WNPSH as observed. The results show that this system has a systematic bias in the
WNPSH forecasts, mainly manifested by the weak strength and the southeastward shifted
position, and such a bias further increases with lead time. Effective prediction skills of
WNPSH are 10–11 days for its intensity and area, 7 days for its ridge line, but only 1–3 days
for its western boundary ridge point in terms of different scores, respectively, which can be
improved through developing a bias correction method of prediction. It is demonstrated
that the medium-range predictability of WNPSH is mainly originated from ENSO and its
significant lagged effects on WNPSH well revealed in observation can be realistically
reproduced by this system within the effective prediction lengths. A strong ENSO
modulation of the WNPSH prediction skills has been clearly found in terms of the
different indices, which depends on the ENSO’s developing and decaying phases. The
intensity and area of WNPSH are usually highly predictable due to the ENSO effect being
reproduced by the system well while the location indices of WNPSH have relatively low
predictability, which are mainly affected by internal variability and difficultly captured by the
model. Predictability analysis of WNPSH as modulated by ENSO shows good potential for
medium-range forecasting with high skills.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the subtropics of the northern and southern hemispheres, there
exist the subtropical high-pressure belts. Due to the land-sea
distributions, such belts often break into several high-pressure
monomers, collectively referred to as subtropical highs. The
western North Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH) is well known
over the East Asia area as a permanent high-pressure circulation
system, usually represented by the 5880-gpm line surrounded area in
the 500-hPa geopotential height field west of 180°E (Liu et al., 2012).
In previous studies, various indices for representing the WNPSH
activities have been defined (Yang and Sun, 2003; Huang et al., 2015;
Huang and Li, 2015; Yang et al., 2017; He et al., 2018). TheWNPSH’s
area, intensity and position movements have been confirmed to have
significant influences on summer precipitation and typhoon activity
in the East Asia (Huang, 1963; Zhu et al., 1992; Tao and Wei, 2006;
Matsumura et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2015). Given that WNPSH has
high impacts on the East-Asian weather/climate, the medium- and
long-term prediction as well as predictability regarding its intensity
and location variations are of particular importance.

WNPSH has significant signals on various time scales as
regulated by diverse factors. Many studies have shown a close
relationship between the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
andWNPSH (Ying and Sun 2000; Cai et al., 2003; Wang and Zou
2004; Li et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). Ying and Sun (2000)
examined the response of WNPSH to anomalous tropical sea
surface temperature (SST) and revealed that SST anomalies in the
eastern equatorial Pacific could enhance the strength of WNPSH
through the so-called anomalous “quasi-walker circulation”. Cai
et al. (2003) explored the relationship between the summer
WNPSH and previous SST and found that the formation of
the ENSO event was ahead of the transition of WNPSH intensity
for about half a year. Wang and Zou (2004) proposed a possible
mechanism for explaining the interannual variation of WNPSH
calculating the correlation between WNPSH and ENSO. Zhang
et al. (2017) reviewed the effects of El Niño on WNPSH and the
mechanism of WNPSH formation and further pointed out the
asymmetric effects of El Niño and La Niña. Although
understanding of ENSO affecting WNPSH is relatively mature,
there are few systematic studies on the different ENSO stages,
especially the La Niña’s influence onWNPSH characteristics such
as intensity, area, western ridge point, and ridge line due to the
asymmetry of ENSO. It is worthy of a deep study of how such
influences can be predicted in dynamical operational models.

There have been many studies aiming to illustrate the
predictability source of WNPSH on the climate timescale.
Some of them suggested that ENSO is the major source of
seasonal predictability of summer circulation patterns
including WNPSH in East Asia (Wu et al., 2003; Wang et al.,
2009; Zhou et al., 2020). Others have emphasized on the
importance of the teleconnection associated with the tropical
Indian Ocean in generating the anticyclone over the western
North Pacific (Yang et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2009;Wu
et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Song and Zhou, 2014; He et al.,
2019). However, it should be noted that the tropical Indian Ocean
SST comes from the Indo-West Pacific capacitor (Xie et al., 2009),
which is closely related to ENSO. And a paucity of attention has

been paid to the forecast verification and predictability analysis of
WNPSH on the weather timescale. In recent, Gao et al. (2020)
verified the medium-range (1–15 days) forecasts of the WNPSH
intensity, area, western boundary point and ridgeline using 2-year
real-time operational forecasts in China. Further investigations
for the WNPSH weather forecast verification and predictability
analysis would be needed by using long enough datasets.

In this study, we will focus on the medium-range forecasts of
WNPSH for comprehensively verifying its indices of different
properties and investigating its modulation by ENSO through
employing a multi-decade reforecast dataset from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This dataset
has been widely employed in forecast research by providing us
with an opportunity to evaluate the model’s ability to predict
certain phenomena over the medium-to-long term (Hamill et al.,
2013). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
data and methods are given in Section 2. The forecasting skill of
WNPSH in the model is evaluated in Section 3. Section 4 shows
the model’s ability to reproduce the ENSO modulation on
WNPSH. Predictability source of WNPSH is illustrated in
Section 5. Summary and discussions are presented in Section 6.

2 DATA AND METHODS

2.1 Observational and Forecasting Data
The model reforecast dataset used in this study was previously
generated from the Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS)
version 10 of NCEP/NOAA, covering the period of 1985–2019,
with the horizontal resolution of 1 ° × 1 ° and vertical resolution of
42 levels, the reforecast data have 11 ensemble members, and each
member has a forecast out to 16 days. The initial condition of
NCEP-GEFS was generated from the climate forecast system
reanalysis (CFSR), using the ensemble transforms with rescaling
(ETR) to form the perturbed initial condition, and the stochastic
total tendency perturbation (STTP) scheme to represent the effect
of model uncertainties. More details on NCEP-GEFS can be
obtained from Hamill et al. (2013).

The verification data used in this study include: 1) National
Centers for Environmental Prediction/Department of Energy
(NCEP/DOE) Reanalysis 2 (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) covering
the period from 1 January 1951 to 31 December 2019, including
wind and geopotential height; 2) The Niño 3.4 SST anomaly index
is downloaded from the website of National Climate Center of
China Meteorological Administration, https://cmdp.ncc-cma.
net/cn/index.htm; 3) monthly SST data are from Climate
Prediction Center (CPC), https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov.

For easy comparison, the verification and reforecast data are
interpolated to a uniform resolution of 1° longitude × 1° latitude,
and our results do not depend on such a resolution. In this study, we
only examine WNPSH in boreal summer (June to August, JJA).

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Definition of the WNPSH Indices
Here, we use a series of WNPSH indices defined by Liu et al.
(2012), including the WNPSH intensity, area, western boundary
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point, and ridge line, which can well reflect the impact ofWNPSH
on summer rainfall in East Asia. The four indices can be used to
quantify the strength and relative position of WNPSH, thereby
more intuitively representing its basic characteristics. Referring to
Liu et al. (2012), the daily WNPSH indices are defined as follows:

1) Area and intensity: the area index is defined by the area
surrounded by the grids, which are not less than 5,880°gpm in
the range of 110–180°E and north of 10°N at 500-hPa.
Correspondingly, the difference between the height over
these grids and 5,870°gpm is multiplied by the area defined
above and then accumulated, and the result is defined as the
intensity index.

2) Ridge line: the average latitude of the characteristic line,
featured by a zonal wind u = 0, zu

zy> 0, and located within
the range enclosed by 5880-gpm contour. If the 5880-gpm
contour does not exist, the standard can be gradually lowered
to 5,840 gpm. If there is not the 5840-gpm contour, the
historical minimum is substituted.

3) Western boundary ridge point (ridge point for short): the
longitude at the westernmost boundary of the 5,880 gpm grid
in the range of 90°–180°E. If it is west of 90°E, it will be counted
as 90°E. If the 5,880°gpm contour is not present, it is replaced
by the historical maximum.

2.2.2 Verification and Evaluation Methods
Various verification statistics are calculated to evaluate the
forecasting skill of the WNPSH intensity and location by the
reforecast. Mean error (ME), normalized root mean square error
(NRMSE) and correlation coefficient (R) are used to measure the
deviation, amplitude error and consistency between observation
and model reforecasts, respectively. The agreement between the
predicted and observed time series is represented by the values of
ME and NRMSE close to 0, and that of R close to 1. The effective
skills of the WNPSH forecasts by this forecasting system can be
determined as R ≥ 0.6 and NRMSE < 1 as usual. Their definitions
are as follows:

ME � 1
n
∑n

i�1Fi − Oi, (1)

NRMSE �
�������������
1
n∑n

i�1(Fi − Oi)2
√
��������������
1

n−1∑n
i�1(Oi − �O)2√ , (2)

R � ∑n
i�1(Fi − �F)(Oi − �O)����������������(Fi − �F)2(Oi − �O)2√ (3)

and an additional performance score (PS) that can consider both
similarity and magnitude error (Chen et al., 2013),

PS � (1 + R)2
(SDR + 1

SDR)2, (4)

Here, Fi and Oi are the ith values in the forecast and
observational time series, respectively. n is the sample size. �F
and �O represent time mean of the forecasts and observations,
respectively. Especially, R in Eq. 4 denotes the pattern correlation

between observation and model forecast and the SDR is the ratio
of the spatial standard deviation of the forecast against
observation.

3 MEDIUM-RANGE FORECASTING OF
WNPSH IN NCEP-GEFS REFORECAST

As a primary circulation pattern in East Asia, WNPSH is usually
characterized by the area surrounded by the 5880-gpm line in
500-hPa height field. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the 5880-
gpm lines in the summer-mean height in terms of different lead
days. It is clearly found there are systematic biases in theWNPSH
forecasts, such as a smaller area, eastward and southward shift of
location. Such biases further increase with the extension of the
forecast time. Interestingly, the southward shift of WNPSH in the
reforecasts is different from most CMIP3 and CMIP5 AGCM
models, which reproduce the northward shift bias of WNPSH
(Song and Zhou, 2014).

The forecasting skill of the WNPSH indices by the NCEP-
GEFS reforecasts is shown in Figure 2. For ME, the reforecasts
reproduce a weaker WNPSH with a smaller area and a
southeastward shifted position, consistent with Figure 1.
Compared with the corresponding threshold, days with the
effective skills of the intensity, area, ridge point, and ridge line
in terms of the NRMSE score are 10, 9, 0, and 7 days, respectively.
In terms of the R score, the most commonly used in verifying
forecast, days with the effective skills of the intensity, area, ridge
point, and ridge line can reach 11, 10, 3, and 7 days, respectively.
These verification results indicate that the forecasting skill of the
ridge point is the worst in NCEP-GEFS because the position of
WNPSH shifts too east in the model compared to observation.
Similar results were also found in other models (Niu and Zhai,
2013), which mean that state-of-art models still have biases in

FIGURE 1 | Summer-averaged 5880-gpm lines of the NCEP/DOE
Reanalysis (black line) and NCEP-GEFS reforecasts (color lines) at different
lead times (LT, unit: day).
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FIGURE 2 | Verification statistics as a function of lead time (days), where red lines represent correlation coefficient (R), purple lines do normalized root mean square
error (NRMSE) and blue lines do mean error (ME) for verifying the WNPSH indices of (A) intensity, (B) area, (C) western boundary ridge point and (D) ridgeline by the
NCEP-GEFS reforecasts. The red and purple dash lines represent the corresponding thresholds of R and NRMSE, respectively.

FIGURE 3 | Same as Figure 2, but for reforecasts after the bias correction in terms of Eq. 5.
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predicting the longitudinal motion of WNPSH. In addition, the
model’s ability to predict the ridge line of WNPSH is also quite
limited (~7 days). Given that the location of WNPSH is closely
related to summer rainfall distributions in China (Liu et al., 2012),
the model’s medium-term forecasting of WNPSH is still
challenging.

As shown in Figure 1, the predictions of WNPSH of NCEP
GEFS have a systematic bias. Here, we develop a bias correction
method as derived in Eq. 5. The climatic states of observations
and reforecasts can be obtained at different leads.

Hmc � Hobs −Hm +Hm, (5)
where,Hobs andHm represent summer mean of observation and
reforecasts at different leads; Hm and Hmc represent the values
before and after the correction by Eq. 5, respectively.

After the correction, as seen in Figure 3, the R-score only
shows a slight improvement with the effective skills of 11, 11 5,
and 8°days for intensity, area, ridge point, and ridge line,
respectively. However, it is clear that not only the average
errors of the four WNPSH indices are decreased, but also
their effective skills in terms of the NRMSE score are increased
to 13, 11, 5, and 9°days, respectively. Especially, for the ridge
point, theNRMSE of the corrected forecasts has been increased by
more than one pentad. These results indicate that the predictive
capability of the WNPSH index in the model system can be
greatly improved by developing a bias correction method which
idea has been widely adopted in climate predictions. This is quite

meaningful with highly predictable WNPSH signals for rainfall
forecasts in China due to the significant positive correlations of
the forecasting skill between WNPSH and precipitation (Song
and Zhou, 2014).

4 REPRODUCTION OF ENSO
MODULATION ON WNPSH IN
REFORECASTS
Many previous studies have proven the lag effect of ENSO on
WNPSH. The significant lag correlations between the Niño3.4
index and theWNPSH indices, as shown in Figure 4, indicate the
effect of the SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific on WNPSH
after 4 months of the ENSO peak. It is worth noting that similar
results can also be obtained using the Niño3 and Niño4 indices.
This means that ENSO does have a significant impact on the
WNPSH’s intensity, area, and ridge point, except for the ridge line
due to its relatively lower correlation. Previous experiences tell
that ENSO in different phases usually has quite different
modulation effects on WNPSH. To examine such modulation
of WNPSH by ENSO at different phases, the approach of Chou
et al. (2003) is applied to classification the ENSO phases (see
Table 1).

Considering the availability of the reforecast data, only the
impact of ENSO on the boreal summer WNPSH from 1985 to
2019 can be examined here. Composite patterns in terms of
the ENSO phases in Figure 5 show a significant modulation
on the WNPSH behaviors in observation. In the developing
phase of El Niño (Figure 5B), anomalous westerly winds in
the equatorial central and western Pacific act to weaken the
easterlies in the south of WNPSH, making the WNPSH
weaker, smaller, and westward shifted. As a contrast, in the
El Niño decaying phase, anomalous easterly winds in the
equatorial western Pacific make the WNPSH stronger,
larger, and eastward shifted, compared with the
climatology (Figure 5C), which has been demonstrated as
the indirect responses of ENSO through the air-sea
teleconnection (Wang et al., 1999) and the Indian Ocean
capacitor effect (Xie et al., 2009). La Niña’s two phases
show generally opposite situations of the WNPSH’s
intensity, area, and positions, compared to El Niño phases
(Figures 5D,E).

The observed modulation of the different ENSO phases on
WNPSH can be well reproduced by the model system at different
leads whether the prediction results have been corrected or not, as
clearly seen in Figure 5. This means that NCEP-GEFS can
accurately catch the impact of ENSO on the WNPSH
properties such as intensity and position, which vary little
with lead, illustrating the potentials for the medium-range
prediction of WNPSH. The clearer modulation of ENSO on
WNPSH can be directly seen in Figure 6, which shows the
variations of the WNPSH indices with the ENSO phases.
Generally, the model system can capture well the evolutions of
the different WNPSH indices throughout the four ENSO phases;
i.e., WNPSH is stronger (weaker) and more westward (eastward)
in the EDy (EDp) and LDp (LDy) summers. Indeed, the

FIGURE 4 | Lagged correlations between Niño 3.4 index and WNPSH
indices. Only annual cycle is removed fromWNPSH indices before calculating
the lagged correlations. The dashed lines are the significant correlation values
at the 95% confidence level, where the degree of freedom is estimated
by each year.
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predictions have certain systematic biases regardless of the
indices and the biases tend to become larger as the lead time
increases. For example, the magnitudes of the WNPSH intensity
and area have been clearly underestimated (overestimated) in the
EDp and EDy (LDy) summers. Interestingly, for the LDp, the
model also produces a varying strength bias and even changes
signs of the bias with lead time increases. Similar modulation was
found for the ridge point, which has an eastward shift in the

model predictions in the EDp and EDy summers, but a westward
shift in the LDy summers. In particular, in the LDp summers, the
WNPSH ridge point predicted by the model shifts westward and
gradually becomes an eastward shift as the lead time increases.
The modulation of ENSO to the ridge line is not as significant as
the other three indices (see Figure 4) and thus the WNPSH ridge
line predicted by the model varies weakly with the ENSO phase
changing.

TABLE 1 | Classification of the summers during 1951–2019 into the five ENSO phases.

ENSO phases Numbers Years

El Niño developing (EDp) 12 1957,1963,1965,1968,1972,1982,1986,1991,1994,1997,2009,2015
El Niño decaying (EDy) 13 1958,1964,1966,1969,1973,1983,1987,1992,1995,1998,2003,2010,2016
La Niña developing (LDp) 11 1955,1970,1973,1975,1984,1988,1995,1998,2007,2010,2017
La Niña decaying (LDy) 11 1956,1971,1974,1976,1985,1989,1996,2000,2008,2011,2018
Non-ENSO 25 1951–1954,1959–1962,1967,1977–1981,1990,1993,2001–2002, 2004–2006,2012–2014,2019

FIGURE 5 | Composites for 5880-gpm over 500-hPa height field [contours, black line represent all years during 1985–2019 and color lines are for a specific phase
of ENSO in observation (red) and themodel at different lead days], SST (shading, units: °C) and 850-hPawind anomalies (vector, m s−1) during the non-ENSO (A), El Niño
developing (B), El Niño decaying (C), La Niña developing (D) and La Niña decaying (E) summers.
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5 MEDIUM-RANGE PREDICTABILITY
ANALYSIS OF THE WNPSH INDICES

From Section 4, we have seen that ENSO has a significant
modulation on WNPSH and it has been reasonably
reproduced by NCEP-GEFS at different leads. Then, one
natural question here is whether ENSO or any other factor
plays a role in regulating medium-range predictability as well
as prediction skills for WNPSH? To answer this question, we will
reveal the predictability source of WNPSH at the medium range,
which can provide indications for relevant weather forecasts.
Figure 7 first shows the yearly prediction skills of the WNPSH
indices at different leads. Clearly, prediction skills of the four
indices decrease as the lead time increases and also show
interannual variability. Overall, the peaks and valleys of skill
fluctuations are well consistent with each other among different
lead times, which implies that initial states of the model system
largely determine the quality of forecasts. Although the skill
variations of the intensity and area indices are relatively
consistent, they are still significantly different from those of
the ridge point and ridge line. This suggests that the factors
affecting the prediction skill for the WNPSH intensity and
position may be different. In the following, we work to study
the influence factors that contribute to the prediction skill of the
intensity and position of WNPSH.

Figure 8 shows the averaged skills from all the different leads
in Figure 7. It is seen that the prediction skill not only has strong
interannual variations, but also an interdecadal change around
2000. That is, the prediction skill after 2000 suddenly becomes
much higher than before, which reason is still unclear. Although
the WNPSH intensity is significantly affected by ENSO
(Figure 6), and its prediction skills vary greatly from year to
year (Figure 7), we do not find a clear relationship between
prediction skills and the ENSO phases. For example, the 3 years
with the highest skills are 2003, 2006, and 2009, which correspond
to the EDy, weak EDp, and EDp years, respectively. In contrast,
the 3 years with the lowest skills are 1985, 1992, and 1994,
corresponding to the LDy, EDy, and non-ENSO years,
respectively.

To further reveal what dynamical processes may contribute to
the prediction skill of intensity, Figure 9A shows correlations
between the prediction skills in Figure 8 and the 500-hPa
geopotential height and SST anomalies. There are mainly three
highly correlated height anomalies, one in the WNP and two in
the northeastern and southeastern tropical Pacific. The positive
height anomaly corresponds to the positive SST anomaly over the
WNP region, indicating the atmospheric forcing on the ocean
there. Clearly, the maximum correlations with SST are located
over the TIO, which are dynamically connected with the
maximum correlations of the WNP height, constituting a

FIGURE 6 | Forecasts of theWNPSH indices in NCEP-GEFS for (A) Intensity, (B) Area, (C) ridge point and (D) ridge line during the different phases of ENSO (E_Dp,
E_Dy, L_Dp and L_Dy represent the El Niño developing, El Niño decaying, La Niña developing, and La Niña decaying summers, respectively) at the different lead time
(0–16 days).
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TIO-WNP teleconnection (Yang et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Xie
et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; He et al., 2019). In
Figures 9A,B significant correlation of 0.81 is found between the
box-average-defined indices of the SST anomalies in TIO and the
500-hPa height anomalies in WNP, meaning that the former can
explain a variance greater than 60% of the latter. Previous studies
figured out that a successful reproduction of the interannual East-
Asian summer Monsoon (EASM) pattern highly depends on the
TIO-WNP teleconnection (Zhang et al., 2012; Song and Zhou
2014). Our results clearly suggest that the TIO-WNP
teleconnection is also crucial for the medium-range
predictability of the WNPSH intensity, i.e., a stronger
teleconnection contributing to higher prediction skills. The
TIO SST and WNP anomalies have significant correlations of
0.64 and 0.58 with prediction skills of the WNPSH intensity,
respectively, and also show clear upward trends (Figure 9B). This
may be the reason for the observed interdecadal change of the
intensity skills around 2000 (Figure 8). In other words, the

warming of TIO since 2000 has enhanced WNPSH through
the TIO-WNP teleconnection and then led to a significant
increase in the intensity skills. ENSO may have an indirect
effect on prediction skills of the WNPSH intensity due to the
significant modulation as shown in Figure 6A though their direct
connection is not yet found. Moreover, a similar conclusion has
also been found for the WNPSH area index (not shown).

For ridge point (Figure 10A), the years with higher prediction
skills are 1994 (EDp), 2005 (non-ENSO), 2009 (EDp), and 2014
(non-ENSO), and the years with lower skills are 1985 (LDy), 1987
(EDy), and 1991 (EDp). For ridge line (Figure 10B), the years
with prediction skills greater than 1 standard deviation are 1985
(LDy), 1987 (EDy), and 2010 (EDy and LDp), and the years with
skills less than 1 standard deviation are 1991 (EDp), 1999
(persisting La Niña), 2000 (LDy), and 2011 (LDy). However,
we cannot find a close relationship between prediction skills of
the WNPSH position and ENSO or other common factors, which
may be the main reason that their prediction skills are relatively

FIGURE 7 | Yearly variations in prediction skills of the summer WNPSH indices (A–D) represent intensity, area, ridge point, and ridge line, respectively.
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lower compared to the WNPSH intensity and area (Figures 2, 3).
We compared prediction skills of the two position indices with
their standard deviations and found that these skills may be

mainly contributed from their variability. As seen in Figure 10A,
the fluctuation in prediction skills of the ridge point and its
variability corresponds well with a significant correlation of
0.36 at the 95% confidence level and 0.55 at the 99.9%
confidence level after detrending. This confirms prediction
performance of the ridge point can be largely affected by its
variability. That is when the east-west movement of ridge point is
more (less) frequent, the prediction skills tend to be higher
(lower). In contrast, the variability of the ridge line has only a
weakly negative correlation (about -0.2) with its prediction skill.

Although it is difficult to directly determine which process is
related to the prediction skill of the ridge point, we could find out
the factor that determines the variability of ridge point and thus
those processes may indirectly affect prediction skill. Correlations
of the ridge point skill with the 500-hPa height anomalies show
the significant regions in the tropics (Figure 11A). It is worth
noting that the significant negative correlations are not caused by
climate trends that have been removed before the correlation
calculating. Figure 11B shows standard deviations of the ridge
point and the height anomaly indices averaged over the entire
tropical region. A significant correlation can be found between
them in boreal summer and even spring height anomalies are also
highly correlated with the ridge point in terms of their standard
deviations, which indicates that the height anomalies over tropics
in spring may have implications for predicting the summer
WNPSH. The correlations between the standard deviations of
ridge point and height anomalies are −0.55 and −0.64 in spring

FIGURE 8 | The average prediction skills of the WNPSH intensity index
of different lead times as shown in Figure 7. The two black dotted lines
represent that the all-year mean pluses or minuses one standard deviation.
The blue dashed line represents the average skill during 1985–1999 and
the red one does during 2000–2019.

FIGURE 9 | (A)Correlation coefficients between 500-hPa height (contours), SST anomaly (shade) and the prediction skills of theWNPSH intensity in Figure 8, only
show the values that pass the 95% confidence t-test. (B) The standardized domain-averaged indices of the SST anomaly (dashed line) in the tropical Indian Ocean and
500-hPa height anomaly (solid line) in the western North Pacific, where the two domains are defined by the boxes in (a).
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and summer, respectively, which are statistically significant at the
99.9% confidence level. This means that the east-west movement
of WNPSH will be more frequent when the height anomalies in
the tropics are negative. Note that the prediction skill of the ridge
point tends to be higher when the WNPSH has more frequent
east-west movement (Figure 10A). Therefore, the height
anomalies in the tropics may indirectly affect the performance
of the ridge point prediction.

6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

Variations of the WNPSH intensity and location are closely
related to weather and climate in East Asia. Research on their
prediction evaluation and predictability analysis has been a
crucial issue. However, less attention is paid to the medium-
range forecasting and its predictability source though many prior
studies have paid much attention to the seasonal forecasting of
WNPSH and its predictability. In this study, a few scores were
used to comprehensively evaluate the performance of NCEP-
GEFS in medium-ranged forecasting WNPSH. In addition, given
the significant ENSO modulation of WNPSH, the capability of
the model system in reproducing such modulation and the
predictability sources of the WNPSH medium-range
forecasting were also investigated.

NCEP-GEFS has a systematic bias in the WNPSH forecasts,
mainly manifested by the weak strength, eastward and southward

shift of location, and such a bias can further increase with the
extension of forecast length. The three skill scores (called ME,
NRMSE, and R), measuring the amplitude error, normalized
deviation, and consistency between the forecasts and
observations, respectively, have been used to evaluate the
prediction skills of the WNPSH indices. The results show that
the skillful prediction lengths of WNPSH intensity, area, ridge
point and ridge line are 10 (11), 9 (10), 0 (3), 7 7) days in terms of
NRMSE (R), respectively, which can be improved to 13 (11), 11
(11), 5 (5), and 9 8) days through introducing the correction
method of systematic bias.

The Niño 3.4 index of representing ENSO is significantly
correlated with the intensity, area, and ridge point of WNPSH,
with the peak correlations at 4-months lag, showing the
significant modulation of the WNPSH by ENSO. Further
results show that the WNPSH intensity and area tend to be
stronger (weaker) during the EDy (EDp) and LDp (LDy)
summers, and the ridge point is also accompanied by
westward extension during the EDy and LDp summers and
eastward withdrawal during the EDp and LDy summers. Such
a modulation can be well reproduced by the NCEP GEFS which
thus has given realistic forecasts to some degree. This means that
the medium-range weather forecasting system (not climate

FIGURE 10 | Average prediction skills of the WNPSH (A) ridge point and
(B) ridge line indices of different lead times in Figure 7. The red lines represent
PS skills, the black lines do standard deviation, and the purple lines do
standard deviation after detrending.

FIGURE 11 | (A) Correlation coefficients between the detrended 500-
hPa height anomaly and the ridge point prediction skills in Figure 10A, only
show the values passing the 95% confidence t-test. (B) Standard deviations
of the WNPSH ridge point index (black line), the 500-hPa height anomaly
indices during summer (red line) and spring (purple line) averaged over the
tropical region (30°S–30°N, 0–360°E). Here, the height anomalies have been
multiplied by -1.
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prediction system) can also capture the seasonal anomalies of
WNPSH associated with ENSO on the interannual time scale.

The predictability source of the medium-range forecasting of
the WNPSH indices was further analyzed. Our results showed
that the prediction skill of the intensity could be modulated by the
TIO-WNP teleconnection, i.e., the stronger latter is, the higher
skills of the form are. However, the prediction skill of theWNPSH
location indices is less affected by external forcing, but more by
internal variability. For the ridge point, its prediction skill is
positively proportional to its variability that has a significantly
negative correlation with the geopotential height anomalies in the
tropics, implying that the latter may indirectly affect the
prediction skill of ridge point.

This study showed that the capability of NCEP-GEFS to
accurately reproduce the TIO-WNP teleconnection strength
and the height anomalies in the tropics is the key for the
model system to give accurate medium-range forecasts of
WNPSH. However, the results have been based on one model
only. In the next steps, more models that own the medium-range
reforecasts need to be introduced to validate our results. In
addition, we have only examined the predictability source of
interannual variations in the prediction skills of WNPSH. Future
research will be needed to investigate issues in the sub-seasonal

variations of the prediction skills and their predictability Gao
et al., 2019.
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